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ABSTRACT 
Flood Prediction using Distributed Hydrologic Modeling in the Dominican Republic 
by 
Hilary Robinson 
The Yuna River watershed experiences long-duration floods near its mouth, and 
deadly flash floods in its mountainous upper reaches. To better understand this 
watershed, a distributed hydrologic model is created that describes flood behavior and 
acts as a resource for flood control decisions. Since gage and hydrologic data in the 
watershed is sparse, the model requires customized calibration to historic storms. Using 
the calibrated model outputs, a GIS-based Area-Slope statistic is proposed that prioritizes 
tributaries for flood control and permits implementation of parallel modeling in nearby 
watersheds. Additionally, a flood alert tool is proposed that catalogues expected peak 
flows, times to peak, and time delays around the city of Bonao. Potential structural 
controls are tested for effective flow attenuation, including reservoirs and diversions. 
The flood control analysis indicates that a multiple structure approach and/or a non-
structural approach is necessary in Bonao, where a number of topographic factors 
exacerbate flooding. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Research Objectives 
The Dominican Republic covers a majority of the island of Hispaniola in the 
Caribbean Sea. It has a primarily tropical climate and is located in a hurricane-prone 
region. Within the country, the Yuna River is the second longest river and is around 130 
km long. The basin of the Yuna River covers approximately 5500 km of land, and 
drains along two major tributaries, the Upper Yuna and the Camu, into the larger Lower 
Yuna River and eventually into the Caribbean Sea (see Figure 1.1). 
Figure 1.1: Yuna River basin topography and landmarks 
Agriculture is a vital component of the Yuna River Basin economy. The upper 
watershed is very productive in cacao, tobacco, and food crops, often with multiple crops 
planted in the same field. The lower valley is less productive and used for pasture and 
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rice (Royen 1938). More recent land-use maps of the region show extensive cultivation 
of more than eight crops and grazing areas, which comprise a significant portion of 
economic outputs from the area. 
Flooding along the Yuna River endangers lives and damages the economy and 
agriculture of the region. Between 2000 and 2008, approximately eight tropical storms 
and hurricanes affected the Dominican Republic and multiple storms took the lives of 
citizens. Tropical Storm Noel, which hit the watershed at the end of October 2007, 
brought significant rain to the region (Brown 2008) and motivated this flood analysis. A 
better understanding of flood behavior is necessary in this watershed to protect 
agricultural property and human lives, as highlighted by the particularly active 2007 
hurricane season. 
The Yuna River basin is topographically diverse, with steep tributaries falling 
from 3,000m mountains into the Lower Yuna River through a relatively flat valley. The 
runoff from the mountains is faster and has a higher peak flow, creating dangerous flash-
flooding behavior in the Camu River and in the Upper Yuna River through the city of 
Bonao. In the valley, wide floods occur that maintain high water for multiple days and 
drown plants and livestock. The floodplain is estimated to be nearly 15 km wide in some 
places. There are fewer people living in the valley but many homes are clustered next to 
rivers for resources and access. 
Some studies of flood risk already exist for the Yuna River basin, although none 
has yet provided a functioning hydrologic model regarding the flood prediction process. 
A central goal of this work was to develop a hydrologic model that provided inputs to 
flood timing prediction, basic floodplain mapping, and flood control assessment, and that 
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could be quickly refined as more data of greater detail became available. The model 
required innovative development due to data limitations of both input parameters and 
historic datasets for calibration. Thus, a comprehensive approach was taken to modeling 
that drew on multiple data sources and could further be improved with higher-detail 
LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data as it became available (see Section 2.3.2 for 
LiDAR description). Figure 1.2 shows the conceptual schematic of the hydrologic 
model and accompanying datasets used in this study. 
This study provides a foundation for understanding flooding in the basin and for 
making mitigation plans. Structural controls, such as diversions and reservoirs are 
considered, as well as non-structural approaches, such as flood alerts. Multiple small 
reservoirs exist in the basin, but they are mostly intended for irrigation supply and 
hydroelectric power. However, there is potential to operate them in a more flood-aware 
manner or to expand already existing reservoirs to better handle incoming floodwaters. 
Modd 
TiSrusMsrwflwaratMu, 
Figure 1.2: Conceptual schematic of model and datasets 
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In December 2007, fear of overtopping on the Tavera Dam along the nearby Yaque del 
Norte River necessitated the release of water flowing at over 6,000 cubic meters per 
second (cms). The water inundated downstream towns and caused at least 20 fatalities 
(Espinosa 2007). This type of event exemplifies the risk of reservoirs, as they can either 
attenuate or exacerbate flooding based on their operation. 
The city of Bonao, which experiences intense rainfall and deadly flash floods, is 
an appropriate test-bed for calibration and the modeling process (see Figure 1.3). Bonao, 
which is the largest city in the Yuna River watershed, rests in a very vulnerable location. 
The city is located at the confluence of two significant tributaries and lies in a flat plain. 
Upstream of Bonao, the highest mountains in the watershed drain into these tributaries. 
Downstream of Bonao, small hills trap water and hinder drainage. 
Bonao Watershed 
* Rain gagas 
• Stream gages 
Figure 1.3: Bonao geography and elevation detail 
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Vflo™ is a distributed physics-based model provided by Vieux and Associates, 
Inc. out of the University of Oklahoma (Vieux 2004). Further details of this software and 
reasons for its selection for this study are provided in Section 2.2. The model was used to 
create the hydrologic model of the Yuna River basin. Because it is physics based, it 
provides a better method of this type of basin where datasets are limited. After an initial 
lower floodplain assessment and hydrologic data analysis, the model was refined and 
focused in the watershed upstream of Bonao. The Yuna River watershed is currently 
data-limited, so the ability of the Vflo™ model to incorporate physical data as it becomes 
available and to continually improve calibration is particularly useful, as is the gridded 
format which allows for easy inclusion of remotely-sensed data and flood controls. The 
modeling study has already generated a great deal of interest in the DR to collect more 
data (i.e., 1-2 meter LIDAR data, rainfall, streamflow, stream cross sections) for input to 
the model. 
Notable obstacles exist in creating a useful hydrologic model in an area such as 
the Yuna River basin. They include: 
• Historic gage data is not consistent throughout the years. 
• Historic rainfall gage data is often not available at the same time as nearby stream 
gage data. 
• Stream gage data is monitored twice in a day and is only available as an average, 
reducing the level of peak flow and timing information significantly. 
• The topography is challenging and varied, which strains the use of gages to 
approximate rainfall over a large area. 
• The watershed is not easily accessible and is very large, limiting ability to confirm 
assumptions of infiltration and roughness. 
• Some data that can be used in model calibration is available on an hourly basis 
starting in 2006, but only for a few rainfall gages that are not well-distributed and 
are not associated with confirmed rating curves. 
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Despite data challenges, the Vflo software has great applicability for this 
watershed, compared with more common hydrologic models, because it can model the 
challenging topography, provide flow outputs for any portion of the runoff, and handle 
inputs of 90m Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) elevation data and variable-
detail soil and land-use maps. The following section describes the research objectives 
which are enabled by the Vflo software and which aim toward addressing flooding issues. 
Research Objectives for the scope of this thesis: 
1) Create a comprehensive distributed hydrologic model of the Yuna River basin 
• Model Yuna River basin using Vflo software, 90m NASA elevation data, and 
multiple datasets of watershed physical characteristics. 
2) Perform hydrologic data analysis for storm frequency 
• Apply the Log Pearson III distribution to historical gage data in order to 
determine the expected rainfalls and streamflows associated with return periods. 
3) Assess the Lower Yuna River floodplain and natural diversion behavior in the 
watershed 
• Determine the effectiveness of hydrologic modeling in the floodplain 
4) Calibrate model to historic storms, in spite of data limitations 
• Perform calibration in the Bonao city watershed for a range of storms 
5) Use the power of GIS to evaluate peak flow response in various basins 
• Develop a slope and area based statistic that predicts modeled peak flows for use 
in comparing tributaries and extrapolating the model to nearby watersheds. 
6) Outline basic options for flash-flood control 
• Use the city of Bonao as a test-bed for flood control analysis, as it lies in a 
particularly vulnerable location 
7) Create predictive tool of flash flood behavior into Bonao 
• Catalogue frequency storms and the resulting hydrograph peak flows and timing 
characteristics in a predictive tool for use by emergency personnel 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Hydrologic Modeling 
Floods have impacted and shaped the world since long before science was able to 
model them. More than thirty of the seventy weather disasters in the United States 
between 1980 and 2006 were caused by flood-related events (NCDC 2005). Even with 
significant effort and expenditure to model and control floods, continued urbanization 
and difficulty in prediction has kept flooding in the forefront of infrastructure and 
emergency planning. Flood prediction and prevention has significantly improved in past 
decades with the widespread use of hydrologic modeling (Bedient et al. 2008). 
Hydrologic modeling uses estimation of local characteristics and parameters to predict 
runoff and flow behavior in a watershed. It is often coupled with hydraulic modeling to 
delineate floodplains, using flows that have been estimated along a river channel. 
McCuen (2005) classifies the outputs of hydrologic models into three time-scales: peak-
discharge, single-event, and continuous multiple-event. Peak-discharge describes only a 
single flow value prediction, while single-event and multiple-event outputs are full 
hydrographs that display discharge versus time. Different purposes are served by each 
output and the model should be applied based on desired function. 
Regarding model layout, there are three major formats of hydrologic models: 
lumped, distributed, and semi-distributed. Different models may be able to produce one 
or more of the typical hydrologic outputs, based on the inputs required and the method of 
runoff calculation. Lumped models apply uniform parameters to subbasins, which depict 
areas of overland runoff that drain to reaches and junctions. HEC-HMS (1998) is a 
widely used lumped hydrologic model in common engineering practice. Created by the 
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Army Corps of Engineers, HEC-HMS has been applied to many watersheds with success, 
although it uses large subbasins, relative to other formats, and cannot incorporate the 
level of data detail that has become available with recent technological advances. 
Distributed models, meanwhile, are defined by Reed et al. (2004) as "any model 
that explicitly accounts for spatial variability inside a basin and has the ability to produce 
simulations at interior points without explicit calibration at those points." Semi-
distributed models contain features of both the lumped and distributed models. 
Distributed modeling has experienced increasing usage with recent improvements in 
physical input data. High resolution elevation data, such as plane-collected LiDAR, 
easily transported GIS datasets, and widespread NEXRAD RADAR availability have 
greatly increased the detail of watershed models. 
Hydrologic model formats have their own advantages and disadvantages, based 
on their ability to utilize available information, to calibrate accurately, to run quickly, or 
to output hydrograph predictions. Das et al. (2008) showed that semi-distributed models 
best estimate discharge in a comparison performed at the watershed outlet. Distributed 
models have the benefit of providing a great number of result output locations. The 
authors focus on outlet calibration as a point of interest, although the semi-distributed 
model may not otherwise provide the best results for every location (Das et al. 2008). 
Zimmerman et al. (2007) confirmed that a distributed model can be used to estimate 
hydrographs at all points along a channel that is experiencing development. Very small 
developments can be modified and evaluated at all scales of impact. The ability of 
distributed models to incorporate small changes while maintaining calibration on a larger 
scale is a unique benefit that can make distributed model usage ideal. Meanwhile, Reed 
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et al. (2004) found that lumped models better represent flows in a comparison of 10 
gaged subbasins of varying size, but that distributed models had specific scenarios in 
which they were preferable. One example of distributed model outperformance is the 
study by Liu et al. (2008), which showed that the model, TOPKAPI, had specific 
potential for successfully modeling variable and ungaged catchments. 
2.2 Comparison of Models 
In certain cases, different hydrologic models obtain similar results, but variation 
in the level of data detail and numerical techniques can lead to some models being more 
accurate or working better for some scenarios. 
A number of entities provide distributed hydrologic modeling software, each 
requiring a specific set of parameter inputs and precipitation information. Different 
computation methods are also utilized in these models, both in the treatment of runoff 
methods and of topography. Reed et al. (2004) performed a comprehensive comparison 
of 12 distributed models, including the predecessor model to Vflo by Vieux and 
Associates, r.water.fea. The comparison matched output hydrographs with observed 
stream gage data and lumped model outputs. The author showed that calibrated models 
generally estimate discharge better than uncalibrated models. Including calibration in 
modeling allows the parameterization process to incorporate physical data for continued 
improvement. Certain models performed better based on the time-scales at which they 
were assessed, single-event versus continuous, and on the specific watershed to which 
they were applied (Reed et al. 2004). 
Yang et al. (2000) compared treatment of topography by three distributed models: 
MIKESHE, TOPMODEL, and GB (geomorphology-based). They determined that GB 
performed the best at hydrologic modeling of large watersheds, though the other two 
models provided their own advantages (Yang et al. 2000). The methodology in MIKE 
SHE, for example, uses a clear, gridded system that divides a watershed into land plots 
matching raster grids available for data pre-processing in Arc-Map. The MIKE SHE 
model parallels the methodology of the distributed model, Vflo™, which is provided by 
Vieux and Associates out of the University of Oklahoma (Vieux 2004), and has the same 
advantage. 
Vflo™ was selected for use in the Yuna River watershed. The software runs a 
fully distributed model that can provide an output for every grid cell and accept 
modification without needing to be recalibrated (Vieux 2004). Its runoff calculations 
conserve momentum, mass and energy, which means the numerical method is physically-
based. Each grid cell is a discrete unit of the finite element method, which is selected 
over finite differences as the numerical method utilized in Vflo™ for its efficiency and 
intuitiveness (Vieux and Assoc. 2008). Vflo™ solves the kinematic equations using 
knowledge of local runoff, infiltration, and land characteristics: 
Overland flow dh
 + Sv~ dh5n =R_J (2 ^ dt n dx 
Channel flow — + — = q (2.2) 
dt dx 
where h = flow depth, S = slope, R = rainfall rate, I = infiltration rate, n = hydraulic 
roughness, Q = discharge or flow rate, q = rate of lateral inflow per unit length, and A = 
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cross-sectional area (Vieux 2004). Figure 2.1 shows the inputs and outputs of each grid 
cell, or finite element, in the Vflo model. These cells are then connected into a grid 
sequence based on elevation data that represents the entire watershed with overland flow 
and channel cells. 
Of particular use in this study, Vflo ™ can hot-start by reloading the outputs of a 
previous run and can also model large catchments (Vieux 2004). The model is also 
preferred for its available access to the code's author and established usage. Vflo™has 
been applied to accurately simulate historic flood events along Brays Bayou, as described 
in Vieux and Assoc. (2008), and was also applied in a Caribbean watershed in Puerto 
Rico (Rojas and Harmsen 2007). Further use of the model is referenced in Vieux (2004), 




Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of runoff within Vflo model 
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2.3 Model Parameterization and Setup 
2.3.1 Model Setup 
Flood runoff is often calculated as Hortonian overland flow, or, in other words, as 
all excess rainfall that is not infiltrated (Pilgrim and Cordery 1993). The runoff is routed 
across the watershed as overland, which becomes channel flow, to fully model the 
hydrologic response. Distributed hydrologic models require detailed parameters to 
physically portray the infiltration and watershed routing characteristics. Some models go 
further by including evapotranspiration and groundwater flow, such as the model created 
in Dutta et al. (2000). Using remotely-sensed data for parameter inputs can improve the 
prediction accuracy, as shown by Gupta et al. (2008). Distributed hydrologic models, 
specifically, require very large datasets of parameters, which is often a limiting factor 
(DeVries and Hromadka 1993). The Vflo™ software requires inputs of precipitation, 
runoff, infiltration, routing parameters, imperviousness, and slope (Vieux 2004). 
Rainfall, infiltration, and roughness parameters are most influential in calibration 
of a hydrologic model. White et al. (2003) addresses calibration as an optimal control 
problem, changing parameters until convergence occurs for a given modeling scenario, or 
until incrementally changing the parameters repeatedly leads to the same model 
calibration. In all scenarios, convergence does eventually occur, but the selected 
parameters may not be accurate; the physical accuracy of the estimated parameters 
improves with the precision of the initial parameter set-up (White et al. 2003). The 
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authors' work highlights the need for prior parameter estimation, though it may be 
difficult in a poorly monitored watershed, such as the one selected for this research. 
Noto et al. (2008) supports the need for properly initializing these parameters for 
specific storm events. Using a physically-based distributed hydrologic model, the 
authors show that both groundwater and soil conditions can influence the principal 
hydrologic values in a model. However, the "effects of initial conditions strongly depend 
on rainfall intensity," where high intensity storms would be less sensitive (Noto et al. 
2008). High intensity rainfall events provide the greatest likelihood for flash flooding, 
though not necessarily for wide, long-duration floods. This study shows that flood 
models can be analyzed for specific watershed sensitivity to antecedent moisture and 
groundwater conditions in order to determine the importance of these inputs to full 
calibration efforts. 
In distributed modeling, the appropriate digital resolution also affects model 
results, as well as computation time. Yang et al. (2001) compared spatial resolution in a 
distributed model using computation cells of 250, 500, and 1000 meters on a side. The 
source elevation data for this Yang et al. (2001) study was of 250m resolution. The 
authors found that model results were significantly affected by resolution, but that there 
was more influence on hourly response than daily response. At a daily temporal 
resolution, the larger grid size results in a higher peak flow and a lower low flow. On the 
hourly scale, the larger grid size results in a slope that is gentler and a total runoff that is 
lower. Yang et al. (2001) includes subsurface flow effects that may influence results 
differently from other hydrologic models. Higher model resolution would include more 
detail but does not directly indicate a better model. 
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2.3.2 Elevation Datasets 
In the United States, Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are available everywhere 
at a 30x30m resolution, though many organizations have created higher quality datasets, 
such as GTOP030, the National Elevation Dataset, and Light Detection and Ranging data 
(LiDAR). LiDAR, specifically, is elevation data that is retrieved using an airborne laser 
ranging system. It can be used for cost-effective and detailed mapping of floodplains 
where access for surveying is difficult (Kribell 1984). Lower resolution data is often 
used for hydrologic modeling, because the cells cannot reflect high levels of resolution, 
but it is ideal to perform hydraulic modeling and delineation of floodplains with higher 
quality LiDAR data. 
Wang and Zheng (2005) compared floodplain accuracy using a National 
Elevation Dataset of 30x30m quality versus LiDAR datasets of 6.1x6.1m and 
15.2x15.2m , which overlap in coverage in the Tat/Pamlico and Neuse river basins of 
North Carolina. However, in order to compare the sets, the LiDAR data was resampled 
to a grid of 30x30m by averaging values within each larger cell. Observed water surface 
elevations recorded by stream gages were interpolated over the watershed to denote 
'flooded', and 'unflooded' areas. It was determined that overall accuracy of floodplain 
delineation to observed floodplains, when applying all three datasets, was 92.5-96.1% 
(Wang and Zheng 2005). Floodplain delineation is a useful extension of a hydrologic 
model and is highly accurate in some cases with the inclusion of high quality elevation 




Infiltration is a highly influential factor in accurate hydrologic modeling because 
it can greatly affect runoff volume in areas of higher conductivity soils. Simple methods 
of estimating infiltration involve a constant loss rate through the duration of a storm, 
sometimes with an initial infiltration amount deducted at the beginning (Pilgrim 1993). 
Empirical methods also exist, where volume of runoff is described using a curve dictated 
by soil type (Bedient et al. 2008). The Horton infiltration method is a prevalent empirical 
infiltration equation (Horton 1940), described by: 
/ = / c + a ( 2 . 3 ) 
where/ = infiltration capacity (in./hr),/}= initial infiltration capacity (in./hr),^c = final 
capacity (in./hr), and k = empirical constant (hr"1). 
Physics-based curves provide an alternative to empirical infiltration curves. The 
Vflo™ software uses the physics-based Green and Ampt method to model infiltration. 
This established method can be matched with known soil parameters to allow for use of 
local soil surveys in infiltration estimates (Bedient et al. 2008). 
In 1911, Green and Ampt first attempted to estimate quantitative soil parameters 
that could replace commonly-used descriptions and pore size (Green and Ampt 1911). 
Their work recognized "the intrinsic value of the permeability constant itself' and 
identified interdependent constants that operate in concert to control infiltration behavior 
(Green and Ampt 1911). Further development of the Green and Ampt method led to 
equations for infiltration that can handle all stages of a rainstorm, instead of just the case 
where rainfall intensity is greater than infiltration rate (Mein and Larson 1973). The 
condition-based infiltration equations are based on rainfall intensity, saturated hydraulic 
conductivity, initial moisture deficit, capillary suction, and the volume of infiltration; and 
they have been supported by experimentation and numerical methods (Mein and Larson 
1973). 
Rawls et al. (1983) performed a classic study and evaluated 5,000 soil horizons to 
link Green and Ampt infiltration parameters to soil composition or texture, which makes 
the Green and Ampt method functional for situations when only soil descriptions are 
available, such as the Yuna River watershed. Vflo™ accepts specific inputs of hydraulic 
conductivity, wetting front, soil depth, effective porosity, initial saturation, and 
abstraction (Vieux 2004). It is able to start with the fullest possible extent of soil 
definition at the predetermined grid size, although one can always further calibrate the 
parameters to improve the model. 
2.3.4 Roughness and Imperviousness 
Hydrologic models require definition of hydraulic roughness to dictate shallow 
surface runoff in a watershed (Engman 1986), and imperviousness to delineate areas of 
zero non-infiltration. These parameters, which constitute a land use categorization, 
directly influence the amount of local runoff (Calder 1993). Typical values of overland 
roughness are higher than those of channels (Engman 1986). Roughness coefficients are 
typically based directly on land-use type, though in some cases, roughness may be 
correlated to other factors. For example, Sepaskhah and Bondar (2002) showed that 
roughness coefficients may decrease temporally with increasing flow rate, especially in 
wheat furrows. 
Focusing on different land-use applications, a number of tables have been created 
that approximate roughness coefficients for various terrains (Vieux 2006, Haan et al. 
1994, Engman 1986). The following table (Table 2.1) highlights similarities and 
differences between the overland roughness coefficient approximations by three sources: 
Vieux and Assoc. (2008)'s Vflo user guide, the study by Haan et al. (1994), and the 
Engman (1986) study. The coefficients have range from very low roughness for concrete 
(0.015) to a high roughness for dense grass (up to 0.63). 




(1994) Lngman (1986) 





Open Water 0.015 
Grass 0.04 0.015-0.074 0.10-0.63 
Grass (dense) 0.15-0.4 0.17-0.30 
Grain (poor-moderate) 0.012-0.023 




Imperviousness is the percent of land cover that does not allow any water to 
infiltrate and is solely overland runoff. Like roughness, it is usually derived from a map 
of land-use. Land-use maps can be created from satellite images by an automated, 
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manual, or supervised process. Usually, values of imperviousness and roughness are 
assigned to a land-use category and are then carried into the model for use in runoff 
calculations. Indicating a need for careful implementation of this process, Ackerman and 
Stein (2008) investigated the accuracy of the conversion process and proposed that it may 
introduce significant error to a model. Even within a certain type of land-use, 
imperviousness can vary by location, proximity to urban centers, political boundary, and 
watershed. They concluded that "estimated impervious cover often varied over a range 
of 20-40% points within a land-use category" (Ackerman and Stein 2008). 
2.4 Precipitation in Hydrologic Modeling 
2.4.1 Rainfall Measurement 
Rainfall measurement is a crucial source of precipitation information for use in 
computer models. Multiple methods of acquisition exist; tipping buckets are commonly 
used as rain gages, recording either automatically or manually, while NEXRAD RADAR 
has gained recent prominence for measuring accurate rainfall intensities over a complete 
watershed (Bedient et al. 2008). Challenges are presented with each method. Gages 
provide less spatial detail and RADAR requires constant adjustment to gages in order to 
maintain calibration (Vieux and Bedient 2004). 
In rainfall simulations, historical data is useful for estimating typical storm 
distribution and expected depth. Four widely-used types of rainfall distribution have 
been developed by the Soil Conservation Service to approximate storms seen in the 
United States: Type I, IA, II, III (McCuen 2005). The United States can be divided up by 
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most expected distribution, as seen in Figure 2.2. The only Caribbean location depicted 
is Puerto Rico, which has been labeled as Type II. This method provides dimensionless 
coefficients that can be multiplied by storm depth to depict typical hyetograph shape and 
different placement of peak intensity (McCuen 2005). 
Figure 2.2: Approximate geographic boundaries for NRCS (SCS) 
Rainfall Distributions (SCS 1986) 
To determine the total accumulated rainfall within the hyetograph, a frequency 
analysis is performed of historic rainfall maxima for a statistical time period. The 24-hr 
annual maximum storm is the commonly used standard in performing a frequency 
analysis with historic gage data. The Interagency Committee on Water Data (IACWD 
1982) recommends the Log Pearson Type III (log-gamma) probability distribution for 
best matching historic flow maxima, which is also a commonly used distribution for 
rainfall frequency analyses. However, Stedinger (1993) highlights the Gumbel 
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distribution, which resembles the lognormal, as a common practice in historical U.S. 
precipitation frequency maps. After the distribution curve is defined, the data points 
should be plotted to check for compliance. The fitting of a distribution on a graph allows 
for visual estimation of storm amounts that will occur with equal or lesser frequency than 
specified return periods, such as 5, 10, or 100 years. Alternatively, Stedinger (1993) 
provides formulas for converting storm amounts from one return period to another. A 
rainfall frequency analysis provides a tool for determining expected maximum rainfall 
amounts using given return periods and corresponding probabilities of exceedance. 
2.4.2 Rain Gage Interpolation Methods 
Gages are limited in their ability to describe the rainfall pattern over a large 
catchment, even with proper choice of distribution. Interpolation methods exist to help 
fill in precipitation information between gages. Saghafian (2008) focused specifically on 
geostatistical methods, finding that some methods reflect topography better, while others 
are more accurate. 
Areal reduction factors (ARFs) can be created that adjust one gage's rainfall to 
depict the average intensity over a larger area. Howell (2003) used a GIS-based 
approach to create ARFs that convert point rainfall densities, or gage densities, to average 
areal rainfall densities. ARFs are able to be defined for many different catchments, but 
unrealistic values were obtained for the larger catchment of 6,003 km2; thus, given ARFs 
are only valid for watersheds up to 1,000 km2. For areas larger than 1,000 km2, multiple 
gages may be used to model storms and an interpolation method should be applied. 
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A model was developed in Puerto Rico in 2007 by Rojas and Harmsen (2007) 
using Vflo™ software that provides a basis for rainfall interpolation in the Caribbean. 
The Puerto Rican watershed is topographically and climatically similar, as well as 
proximate, to the Yuna River watershed. The 800 km watershed assessed in Puerto Rico 
was the focus of a comparison of gage interpolation methods. Two interpolation 
methods, Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) and Exponential Weighted (EW) were 
evaluated, as well as a Thiessen polygon method that provides a uniform weighted 
average. Five observed storms were modeled and the three methods "compared 
reasonably well" for four of the five storms, with suspected inaccuracy in the fifth 
resulting from uncertain reservoir operations (Rojas and Harmsen 2007). These results 
indicate that either method might be used when attempting to reproduce historical storms. 
Rain gage interpolation methods are less informative when fewer gages are in use. 
Das (2006) concluded that hydrologic model performance deteriorates with reduction in 
the number and distribution of rain gages and when a model is calibrated with denser 
rainfall information than is used to run it. Importantly, the author cautions that even with 
sufficient parameter recalibration, "models using different raingauge networks might 
need their parameters recalibrated" (Das 2006). If available rain gage data shifts between 
locations over the period of analysis, effects on consistency of calibration should be 
considered. 
To determine the error introduced in precipitation modeling, a study of hydrologic 
prediction accuracy by Vieux and Bedient (2004) provides useful reference. This study 
uses physics-based Vflo™ models to conserve momentum, mass, and energy (Vieux and 
Bedient 2004). The effort to reduce modeling error by using radar in conjunction with 
rain-gage bias adjustments leaves a random error that seems to diminish during the 
process of runoff calibration. The remaining error "is approximately 11.8% in peak 
discharge, 12 minutes in timing, and 11.1% in runoff volume," for the studied watershed 
(Vieux and Bedient 2004). High modeling errors, especially if using just rain-gages, 
should first be investigated for rainfall estimation issues, and are probably attributed to 
poor understanding of precipitation. 
2.4.3 Rainfall and Topographical Relationships 
Consideration of topography complicates the modeling of precipitation. As a 
general rule, the windward sides of hills and mountains receive greater rain than the 
leeward sides (Bedient et al 2008). However, multiple topographic variables affect 
rainfall patterns, with varying degrees of influence (Bleasdale and Chan 1972, Garcia-
Martino et al. 1996, Basist and Bell 1994, Johansson 2003, Goovaerts 2000). 
A simple correlation between elevation and rainfall was established by Bleasdale 
and Chan (1972) over thousands of gages in the United Kingdom. They showed that a 
linear regression adequately links elevation and average annual rainfall in this region. 
The slope of the fit line is estimated at 2.5 millimeters of rainfall per meter of elevation 
(Bleasdale and Chan 1972). It is expected that elevation will affect annual rainfall, but 
further complexities exist, especially when storms in a region vary in origin and by 
season. 
Garcia-Martino et al. (1996) focused on topographical influence on rainfall in a 
well-monitored forest in the Luquillo Mountains of Puerto Rico. Again, average annual 
rainfall was compared with elevation, this time with a quadratic correlation. They also 
compared seasonal rainfall patterns to show that the relationship between elevation and 
rainfall persists for a more specific temporal period (Garcia-Martino et al. 1996). A 
directional component is included in the analysis as well, with the eastern portions of the 
mountains revealing higher rainfall (Garcia-Martino et al. 1996). The Dominican 
Republic has sufficient proximity to Puerto Rico to allow some extrapolation of these 
directional relationships to its watersheds. 
Basist and Bell (1994) set out to compare the relative influence of topographic 
parameters on rainfall in an extensive study of 10 regions. The variety of data sets 
enabled them to track regional differences in season and storm type. The parameters 
considered were elevation, slope, orientation, exposure, and two linked sets of two 
parameters each. Elevation and slope alone proved the poorest indicators of annual 
rainfall, whereas the linked parameter sets had the strongest relationships (Basist and Bell 
1994). In a differently parametered study, Johansson (2003) determined that wind speed, 
location upwind versus downwind, and slope were the most important influences on 
rainfall. Pertinent to the Dominican Republic, Basist and Bell (1994) showed that 
tropical watersheds reflect the least influence on rainfall from topographic variables. 
Reflecting on the study's results, Basist and Bell (1994) propose that "one can estimate 
the spatial distribution of mean annual precipitation from a limited network of raingauges 
using topographically based regression equations." Their work has strong implications 
for rainfall modeling in poorly monitored watersheds. 
2.5 Stream Flow Analysis 
Stream gage data serves multiple purposes in hydrologic modeling. When 
coupled with rain gage data, calibration of a model to historical storms becomes possible. 
Stream gage data is also the basis of flood frequency analyses. Flood frequency analysis 
is described by McCuen (2005) as a statistical evaluation of a random variable pertaining 
to "flood data at a gaged location". However, the Interagency Committee on Water Data 
(IACWD 1982) established the Log Pearson Type III (log-gamma) distribution for 
evaluating flood exceedances. Bedient et al. (2008) mentions that there are four 
frequently used distributions: normal, lognormal, gamma (Pearson type III), and the 
exponential distribution. The authors also describe two common methods of plotting data 
points on a selected distribution, Weibull and Gringorten. The Weibull method is 
recognized for its popularity and the Gringorten method for its conceptual logic (Bedient 
et al. 2008). Stedinger et al. (1993) recognizes five other plotting position methods and 
their traditional uses in extreme event analysis. Both plotting and distribution fitting are 
required to glean valuable information from a flow frequency analysis. 
If a record is insufficiently long or contains gaps, caution must be exercised in 
performing a flood frequency analysis. The Interagency Committee on Water Data 
committee makes recommendations for missing stream gage information or data gaps. If 
two separate periods of data are collected, they may be treated as one full record 
(IACWD 1982). Bedient et al. (2008) addresses short flow data records, which indicate 
lower confidence and a lower quality of frequency analysis. A "regional analysis" is 
recommended to utilize nearby gage similarities for factors like skewness (Bedient et al. 
2008). Whether manipulating data to enable a flood frequency analysis or supplementing 
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an analysis with a regional estimation, the procedures should be recorded and evaluated 
for logical connection to the local flood history. 
In some watersheds, there is no gage data available. Bloschl (2005) concentrates 
on analysis in these "ungauged catchments" and develops a set of recommended 
methods. The main goal of this approach is to look for hydrologic similarity, which can 
be found in spatial proximity, soil and vegetation attributes, topographic indices, and 
similarity indices, such as climate, wetness, channel flow. In the same way that 
hydrologic similarity is carried over between catchments, so can calibration factors, with 
an ever increasing level of 'reliability' as more methods are applied (Bloschl 2005). 
A method for dealing with inadequate spatial coverage of streamflow data and 
inconsistent histories was proposed by Friedel et al (2008) for the river basins of El 
Salvador. This study seeks to extend streamflow prediction beyond traditional 
interpolation, which uses nearby basin parameters and Kriging techniques. Statistical 
limits of streamflow maxima and minima are used to predict 100-yr floodplains with 
success for four river basins in El Salvador, while maintaining knowledge of uncertainty 
in the process (Friedel et al 2008). Ungaged catchments provide a challenge in 
hydrologic modeling, and can be approached with a variety of statistical or interpolation 
methods. However, catchment modeling is greatly improved with any available 
knowledge of historical flows. 
2.6 Flood Controls 
A fundamental goal of hydrologic modeling is to enable planning for flood 
control. There are two major approaches to flood control: structural and non-structural. 
Non-structural approaches can be difficult to implement but allow for the avoidance of 
major channelization and structural expense and effort (Benavides 2008). "Flood 
warning, flood insurance, land-use and floodplain management, and adequate building 
codes" are major components of non-structural flood control, and mark the growing shift 
toward combined structural and non-structural approaches (Braga 1999). Flood warning 
systems, in particular, provide real-time hydrologic information and lead times before 
impending floods. They are gaining popularity and improving in accuracy with 
simultaneous improvements in technology and data collection (Benavides 2008). 
Regarding structural controls, the United States has a long history of government 
support of structural projects. Technological advances in hydrology during the 1940s 
permitted the expansion to large design projects around the nation (Benavides 2008). 
This technology is now developed and integrated internationally. 
Reservoirs, which are structural, are proven to successfully decrease peak flows 
through a channel when they are designed properly and for that purpose. It is important 
to place a reservoir just upstream of the area being mitigated in order to provide effective 
control (Benavides 2008). The selection of dam type is related to the geology and 
topography of the site, as well as to the reservoir storage requirements. Six main types of 
dams are categorized by Gupta (1989) as earthfill, rockfill, concrete, stone masonry, 
timber, and steel coffer. Each of these dam types can be applied to provide peak flow 
attenuation or other reservoir functions. However, environmental concerns are 
significant with dams, both in their construction and operation; consideration of long-
term effects should be considered along with reservoir effectiveness (McCully 2001). 
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Channel improvements are often applied as local flood control, and consist of 
both conventional and alternative methodologies (Brookes 1988). Alternative 
channelization was developed to deal with unexpected problems from conventional 
channelization and to incorporate biological and natural riverine processes into channel 
modifications (Brookes 1988). Diversions, on the other hand, represent large-scale 
channel construction. They provide efficient immediate downstream protection but flood 
exacerbation must be considered further downstream where the water rejoins the main 
channel (Benavides 2008). Diversions are easily integrated into distributed hydrologic 
models by redirecting the flow direction grid. 
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Chapter 3: Model Development 
3.1 Distributed Hydrologic Model Creation: Slope and Flow Direction 
The software, Vflo, and the ArcMap GIS interface have been utilized in concert to 
create an operational hydrologic model of the Yuna River basin. The model was 
developed by the recommended Vflo setup procedure, though extra measures were taken 
to reflect the unique watershed. Section 2.2 describes the Vflo software. The basic 
layout was created as a grid of 250m and 500m resolution, and the former was selected 
for its greater detail, without excessive run time. 
A flow direction grid is the basis of the grid layout. To create the flow direction 
grid, the NASA Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 90m Digital Elevation 
Model (DEM) was first converted, or resampled, to the new resolution of 250m. Low 
spots in the elevation grid, or sinks, were then filled in so as to avoid errors and create 
continuous flow paths. As the resolution of the model is less than the channel width, the 
channel cells were also forced to follow the actual river path obtained from aerial 
imagery. These steps allow for the definition of a flow direction grid that connects all 
cells into the Vflo model as a continuous watershed with one outlet. 
From the flow direction grid, a flow accumulation grid was created, which counts 
the upstream cells contributing to each location. The flow accumulation grid was used to 
define channel cells in the model. By selecting a threshold of accumulated upstream 
cells, channels can be delineated where the drainage area is of a sufficiently large size. It 
was determined that a 1500 cell count in the 250m model created a reasonable depiction 
of channels in the large Yuna watershed (blue cells in Figure 3.1). 
Finally, a raster grid of slope was created using the same NASA elevation data. 
Overland slope was calculated using the 250m elevation grid, while channel slope was 
calculated with the finer quality 90m grid and merged into the larger raster, to ensure that 
the slopes of only the channel beds are included. With the flow direction grid, stream 
definition, and slope grid completed, a model layout can be formed in Vflo (see Figure 
3.1) that provides the base model for adding parameters reflecting local data, soils, 
roughness, and land-use. 
Figure 3.1: Layout of Vflo model and flow direction in Yuna watershed 
3.2 Model Parameters 
3.2.1 Land-use/Roughness 
In hydrologic modeling, land-use can be used to define both overland roughness 
and impervious cover (imperviousness). These parameters are important in the 
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calculation of runoff response from a given rainfall. In Vflo, overland roughness helps 
determine routing speed by the kinematic wave method based on Manning's equation 
Impervious maps are used to highlight concrete, water, and structures so that they are not 
included in infiltration modeling and produce 100% runoff. A map of land-use, obtained 
from the National Institute of Hydrologic Resources, INDRHI, shows crops and land-use 
categories in the Yuna River basin during 2003 (see Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.2: Land-use classification of Yuna River region from 2003 
It was confirmed that the INDRHI land-use map was created with an 
unsupervised classification system such as ERDAS Imagine, and then manually linked to 
land-use categories. To parallel this process, a land-use map was created by classifying a 
LandSAT image from 2008 into 20 classes and filtering it with ERDAS Imagine. The 
INDRHI and LandSAT classifications, when colored the same way, appear very similar 
in spatial distribution, although satellite data gaps and clouds mar the latter image. The 
similarities between them indicate that the INDRHI map was created using the same 
methodology of unsupervised classification and filtration. The INDRHI land-use map 
from 2003 and the LandSAT land-use map from 2008 are compared along the Upper 
Yuna River in Figure 3.3. 
Figure 3.3: Land-use classification of Upper Yuna: INDRHI 2003 vs. LandSAT 2008 
The Yuna River Basin land-use categories were translated into English and 
assigned overland roughness and imperviousness estimates. Table 3.1 shows the 
assigned values for the various crop types and land-uses. Overland roughness was 
determined using a number of recommended Manning's coefficient tables, as described 
in Table 2.1 from the Literature Review. Imperviousness was also assigned, with water 
being considered 100% impervious, and residential areas having an imperviousness of 
40% to represent a mixture of lawn, concrete, and structures (Halley, SCS 1986). SCS 
(1986) recommends a range of residential imperviousness from 12 - 65 %; the cities in 
the Yuna River watershed have been linked to the 38% recommendation for !4 acre lots 
(rounded to 40%). 
Table 3.1: Land-use and Associated 1 toughness and Im perviousness 
Land-use Overland Roughness 
Imperviousness % 
(Halley), (SCS 1986) 
Dense Coniferous Forest 0.4 5 
Open Coniferous Forest 0.2 5 
Citrus 0.17 5 
Overcast/cloudy/stormy Broad-
leaved Forest 0.4 5 
Mines 0.06 5 
Humid broad-leaved forest 0.4 5 
Semi-humid broad-leaved forest 0.4 5 
Dry Forest 0.2 5 
Dry Scrub 0.1 5 
Fresh water wetlands forest 0.055 5 
Humid scrub 0.2 5 
Broad-leaved scrub 0.2 5 
HAITI 0 0 
Mangroves 0.06 90 
Rice 0.4 5 
Savannah of brackish wetlands 0.2 5 
Fresh water vegetation 0.0347 100 
Scarce vegetation 0.04 5 
Intensive cultivation 0.15 5 
African Palm 0.2 5 
Cana 0.2 5 
Freshwater wetlands savannah 0.2 5 
Grass 0.2 5 
Cocoa 0.4 5 
Populated zone 0.015 40 
Brackish wetlands 0.055 100 
Coconut 0.4 5 
Coffee 0.4 5 
Mixed agriculture 0.17 5 
Dams 0.015 100 
Sea 0.015 100 
Lakes and lagoons 0.015 100 
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3.2.2 Infiltration 
Soil type is a common attribute used to determine infiltration in a watershed and 
the amount of surface runoff. The soil type can be interpreted with the Green and Ampt 
physically-based method into quantifiable parameters that dictate the rate of infiltration, 
described in Section 2.3.3. In the Vflo hydrologic model, Green and Ampt soil 
parameters are used to define infiltration, with the option to also include initial soil 
abstraction, soil depth, and imperviousness. 
The soils of the Dominican Republic are described in a report issued by the 
Department of Inventory and Ordering of Natural Resources (Cruz 1985). This report 
categorizes Dominican Republic soils by Units of Resource Planning, URPs, and 
Associations of Dominant Soil Subgroups, ASDSs. Figure 3.4 shows the URP shapefile 
created in the Cruz (1985) report; there are multiple ASDS subsets within each URP. It 
is clear from this figure that soil types vary between mountainous and valley regions in 
the Yuna watershed. Most soil types in the Dominican are composed primarily of loam 
and clay, with hydraulic conductivities from slow to medium. 
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Soil Classes in Yuna River 
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Figure 3.4: ASDS Subsets of Dominican Soil Classification 
The URP and ASDS soil descriptions were used to relate the soil descriptions of 
the Dominican Republic to standard soil compositions (Cruz 1985). The ASDS soil 
descriptions fully detail the composition of the soil, the average slope, the permeability, 
and other characteristics. These descriptions were shortened into a simple soil 
composition in order to more easily assign numerical infiltration values, using 
recommended Green and Ampt parameter suggestions from Rawls et al. (1983). The soil 
composition is approximated with recommended Green and Ampt soil parameter values; 
the average of these values was attached to each ASDS subset. 
The soil depth in the basin is influenced by both the soil type and ground slope. 
In steeper regions, erosion can decrease soil depth, especially where soil composition is 
susceptible. The ASDS subsets were translated to Green and Ampt parameters by the 
following steps: 
1. Overlay slope and URP shapefiles by a multi-step GIS process 
2. Define ASDS subsets for given slope ranges within each URP 
3. Assign soil depth based on the ASDS subset 
4. Relate Green and Ampt parameters to ASDS soil descriptions 
Through this process, the local soils of the Yuna River basin were incorporated into the 
Vflo hydrologic model on a cell by cell basis. 
3.2.3 Channel Characteristics 
Channels dictate the transport of water through a watershed in hydrologic 
modeling. In a distributed hydrologic model, each channel segment may be simply 
characterized by channel width, side slope, channel slope, and roughness. Channel 
roughness is particularly influential in hydrographic prediction. It dictates the routing of 
the hydrograph and causes the peak to attenuate and lag when the roughness is increased. 
Generally the Yuna River bed is vegetated, but upstream of Bonao there is a high amount 
of gravel. After the dam, and in other stretches, there appears to be erosion present, 
which indicates lower channel roughness as well. 
Satellite images of the Yuna River basin allowed for a visual estimation of 
channel width. Approximate width was input to the model along 56 approximately 
uniform stretches of channel. Along these stretches, where field data is lacking, a 
uniform side slope of 3 to 1 was utilized based on local observation and estimation. 
Because there was no field data available except for an October, 2008 helicopter flyover, 
the channel roughness was assigned along four long stretches to have a uniform 
Manning's n coefficient (see Figure 3.5). 
Fig. 3.5: Stretches of River in 
Channel Sensitivity Analysis 
The channel roughness, which was expected to be influential in hydrograph 
prediction (Zimmerman 2007), was evaluated in a sensitivity analysis of eight different 
scenarios. Channel roughness was tested over a maximum range deemed reasonable for a 
natural channel. It was set as a uniform coefficient throughout the basin and shifted by 
0.01 increments from 0.03 to 0.06: Scenarios 1-4. Next, channel roughness was assigned 
with variability between the four lengths of the river to reflect channel composition and 
erosion based on visual interpretation; it was shifted by 0.01 increments for Scenarios 5-
8. The hydrograph was extracted near the outlet for all eight scenarios and compared in 
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shape, time to peak, and peak flow (see Table 3.2). Figs. 3.6 shows the hydrographs for 
the four uniform roughness scenarios. 
Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Portion 1 
Roughness 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 
Portion 2 
Roughness 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 
Portion 3 
Roughness 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 
Portion 4 
Roughness 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 
Peak Disch. 
(cms) 4386 3861 3369 2945 4366 4369 3842 3370 
Time to Peak (hr) 47:10 55:20 63:20 71:10 48:30 51:30 59:30 66:10 
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Fig. 3.6: Hydrograph of Yuna River Outlet with 
varying channel roughness n 
It is clear that channel roughness does significantly influence hydrograph peak 
flow and time to peak. With lower channel roughness, the outlet hydrograph has a single 
peak. However, as roughness is increased, a second peak emerges and the hydrograph 
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flattens due to the reduced flow rate and a separation in arrival time from the major 
tributaries. The peak discharge decreases by an average of about 400 cms per 0.01 
increase in n. Meanwhile, consistent with the effect of roughness on hydrograph 
attenuation, the time to peak increases by an average of about 7 hours per 0.01 increase in 
n. The ability to modify hydrographs with changes in channel n is useful for directing 
model calibration efforts (see Section 6.1). 
Scenarios 5 and 6 provide an interesting comparison of the influence of roughness 
on different river lengths. Like the other scenarios, all roughness coefficients are 
changed by 0.01, except for Length 3, which is not shifted below the minimum of 0.03. 
Between these scenarios, the peak flow and time to peak change far less than the average 
deviation. This anomaly shows the high sensitivity of Length 3 in comparison to the 
other stretches. This high sensitivity is corroborated by further comparison between 
Scenarios 1 and 5, 2 and 7, and 3 and 8, in which Length 3 roughness is held constant and 
hydrograph modification is minimal. Conversely, when only the roughness in Length 3 
is changed, as between Scenarios 4 and 8, the peak flow lags 425 cms and 5 hours, which 
is a greater variation. Thus, calibration efforts will be most influenced by changes in 
roughness along the highly eroded Upper Yuna River and downstream of the Hatillo 
reservoir. 
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Chapter 4: Hydrologic Data Analysis 
4.1 Rainfall Frequency Analysis 
The Dominican Republic experiences very high annual precipitation and intense 
tropical rainfalls. To quantitatively define this meteorology, a frequency analysis of both 
precipitation and stream gages in the region approximates the flood magnitudes for 
associated return periods. This chapter evaluates historical data and also fits a Log-
Pearson III distribution to important gages along the Yuna River. The Log Pearson III 
distribution is commonly used for hydrologic frequency analyses and is recommended by 
the Interagency Committee on Water Data (IACWD 1982), as described in Section 2.5. 
In January 1993, the Atlas de Lluvias Maximas en la Republica Dominicana or 
Maximum Rainfall Atlas (INDRHI, 1993) was developed to depict typical rainfall totals 
across the country. It provides an extensive library of rainfall contours for different 
seasons, storm durations, and return periods. Wetter areas often receive more than two 
meters of rain in a year, while a single storm may drop more than 300mm in a day. As an 
example, the atlas contours of the 100-yr, 24-hr annual storm, overlain with the rain gage 
locations used for this study's rainfall frequency analysis, are shown in Figure 4.1 
(INDRHI, 1993). 
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Figure 4.1: Maximum Rainfall Atlas contours for 100-yr-24-hr annual precipitation 
The atlas maps provide a useful reference for confirming the range of rainfall 
frequency estimates. However, the spatial distribution of the contours indicates use of an 
interpolation method that is centered around unavailable gage data and does not reflect 
topographical relationships. As discussed in Section 2.2, in an area such as the Yuna 
River basin, elevation may play an important role in rainfall estimates. Thus, 
interpolation between gages should incorporate both distance and vertical proximity. 
Furthermore, this atlas is not recommended for use in design storm creation; therefore, a 
new rainfall frequency analysis that reflects compiled historical records has been 
performed in this study, with a Vflo interpolation method that reflects gage distance. 
The Yuna River basin is an area of limited data. A network of precipitation gages 
has been installed in the Dominican Republic since the 1960's. However, the 
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precipitation datasets available for frequency analyses are not consistent throughout the 
years and sometimes moves between locations. Until 2006, rainfall was measured 
manually once a day, often with large gaps in data during or after storms when gages 
were damaged or no one could access them. Rainfall data is available for periods of over 
25 years at gages 1804, 1809 and 1811, which make them sufficient for use in a 
frequency analysis (see Figure 4.2). 
The Log-Pearson III distribution is applied to the historic gage data in the rainfall 
frequency analysis. Section 2.5 discusses the prevalence of this distribution in literature. 
However, for these particular gages, gaps in the data lessen the quality of the frequency 
analysis. As previously mentioned, it is suspected that these gaps often result from the 
destruction of gages or the inability to access them during floods. Therefore, the 
predicted annual 24-hr maximum rainfalls for set return periods are probably artificially 
low, as the data sets could possibly exclude some high flow values. 
The distribution curve and plotted rainfall maxima for each gage are shown in 
Figs. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. The Log-Pearson III statistics determined in the analysis are listed 
in Table 4.1. Gages 1809 and 1811 are both well approximated with a Log-Pearson III 
distribution. The Gage 1804 analysis, on the other hand, is a lesser fit for the higher 
historic annual maxima. The curve appears to be weighted toward the value of 422.8mm, 
plotted as log(422.8), which is statistically an outlier. With this data point removed, the 
Log-Pearson III would be a stronger fit for the data. However, this value represents a real 
peak flow that should not be discounted. Moreover, this high flow value may also be 
accompanied by other high values that are not displayed in the dataset, as mentioned 
previously. Therefore it is deemed appropriate to include this data point in the analysis. 
Table 4.1: Log-Pearson III Statistics of Precipitation Frequency Analysis 
Gage Number 1804 1809 1811 
n 40 23 33 
Variance 0.023 0.027 0.018 
Standard Deviation 0.151 0.165 0.134 
Skew Coefficient 1.34 -0.14 0.420 
As an example, a ninety-five percent confidence interval was calculated for Gage 
1804. The distribution at this gage had the least best fit, and the data had the highest 
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skew. Log Pearson III distribution confidence intervals can be calculated by a number of 
ways; the IACWD (1981) recommended methodology for datasets with skew not equal to 
zero was utilized. The confidence intervals indicate the range for which one can be 
ninety-five percent certain that a 24-hr annual maximum rainfall would lie between these 
two values for a given return period. 
Precipitation Frequency Analysis 
Gage 1804 
1.80 1.90 2.00 2.10 2.20 2.30 2.40 2.50 2.60 
log of Rainfall (mm) 
Figure 4.3: Gage 1804 Log-Pearson III Distribution of 
Maximum 24-hr Annual Precipitation with 95% Confidence Interval 
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Precipitation Frequency Analysis 
1,40 I.JO 1.60 1.70 1 80 1 90 2.00 2.10 120 
log of Kalntall (mm) 
Figure 4.4: Gage 1809 Log-Pearson III Distribution of 
Maximum 24-hr Annual Precipitation 
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Precipitation Frequency Analysis 
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Figure 4.5: Gage 1811 Log-Pearson III Distribution of 
Maximum 24-hr Annual Precipitation 
The results of the frequency analysis are mostly compatible with the atlas 
precipitation estimates for those same gage locations. Table 4.2 compares the 24-hr 
precipitation maxima for the 100, 25, 10 and 5 year return periods as obtained from both 
the atlas and the Log-Pearson III distribution equations. For both cases, Gage 1804 
appears to have higher estimates. In the frequency storm analysis (see Section 6.3), a 300 
mm 24-hr storm is commonly used to represent the 100-yr storm near the city of Bonao. 
The 300-mm storm reflects a compromise between the high Log-Pearson III 100-yr 
estimate at Gage 1804, the lower estimates for the other gages, and the atlas contours. 
Table 4.2: Atlas Contours of 24-hr Precipitation Maxima compared with Log-Pearson 
III Approximation 
1804 1809 1811 
Atlas Log-Pearson Atlas Log-Pearson Atlas Log-Pearson 
(mm) III (mm) (mm) III (mm) (mm) III (mm) 
100-yr 225 336 160 176 225 168 
25-yr 175 227 200 144 125 134 
10-yr 150 173 175 122 110 112 
5-yr 130 139 130 105 90 96 
Furthermore, it can be noted that the matches are better between the atlas and the 
frequency analysis for the shorter return period storms. This may be attributed to a 
stronger fit of distribution for lower rainfall values or to better representation of smaller 
storms in the historical datasets. Large storms may be omitted from the data more often 
due to gage damage, which might cause lower or less accurate estimates of maximum 
rainfall values for long return periods. 
4.2 Streamflow Frequency Analysis 
The streamflow frequency analysis has been performed with a parallel method to 
the rainfall frequency analysis, although it suffers from further obstacles. There were a 
number of stream gages operating along the Yuna River through the latter half of the 20th 
century. The streamflow frequency analysis has been performed on three of the gages, 
those with longer histories and that are near focus locations for flood analysis (see Figure 
4.2). Gage 180001 is located in the plain upstream of Bonao and indicates flash floods 
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along the Upper Yuna. Gages 180003 and 180004 are located far downstream in the 
Lower Yuna River, and represent the flows contributing to the large floodplain. 
Two major factors influence the outputs of the frequency analysis, probably both 
causing artificially low expected values. As with the precipitation analysis, the manually 
monitored stream gages have missing periods of data that may be attributed to destruction 
of gages or from inability to access them in large storms. The streamflow values are also 
averaged values taken from 7am and 5pm. This averaging means that all extracted 
maximums are lower than the actual highest flow. Especially for Gage 180001, above 
Bonao, where the peak flow may have a shorter duration as part of a flash flood, the 
highest flow at any point during the day is unlikely to be represented by this 7am and 
5pm average. However, as long as these factors are kept in consideration, this analysis 
can provide useful information. 
Table 4.3 shows the statistical outputs of the streamflow frequency analysis using the 
Log Pearson III distribution. The standard deviation is low for all three of the gages, 
which indicates a good fit. Reflecting on the plotted data and distribution curves shown 
in Figures 4.6 - 4.8, the Log Pearson III distribution appears to be properly selected for 
this data, as the skew coefficient is close to zero and less than 1.0 for all three gages. 
The use of this method is also consistent with the literature (see Section 2.5). In general, 
the low flows are least well represented by the distribution, but they represent less 
dangerous conditions as well. 
Table 4.3: Log-Pearson III Statistics of Streamflow Frequency Analysis 
Gage Number 180001 180003 180004 
n 20 30 35 
Variance 0.130 0.022 0.030 
Standard Deviation 0.360 0.149 0.172 
Skew Coefficient -0.460 -0.820 -0.850 
Streamflow Frequency Analysis 
f r a a e 180001 
1.40 1.60 1.80 a.00 2,20 2.40 2.<S0 2 M 3.00 
Log of Streamflow (cms) 
Figure 4.6: Gage 180001 Log-Pearson III Distribution of 
Maximum 24-hr Annual Streamflow 
Streamflow Frequency Analysis 
Gage 180003 
2 M 2.50 2.60 2.70 2-80 2.90 100 3.10 3.20 
Log of Streamflow (cms) 
Figure 4.7: Gage 180003 Log-Pearson III Distribution of 
Maximum 24-hr Annual Streamflow 
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Streamflow Frequency Analysis 
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Figure 4.8: Gage 180004 Log-Pearson III Distribution of 
Maximum 24-hr Annual Streamflow 
The rainfall frequency analysis is used to create frequency storms for an alert 
system tool (see Section 6.4). The streamflow frequency analysis gives context to the 
peak flows output from the Vflo model and to calibration efforts. For reference, the 100-
yr expected daily flows for gages 180001, 180003, 180004 were respectively calculated 
as 638, 1109, and 905 cms. 
Chapter 5: Lower Floodplain Assessment 
5.1 Floodplains 
In late 2007, a succession of storms affected the Yuna River basin, heavily 
damaging crops and taking dozens of lives in resulting flooding. Rains from Tropical 
Storm Noel heavily impacted the area around October 28th to 31st (Brown 2008), and 
t h 
Tropical Strom Olga followed it closely, crossing the Yuna River basin between the 11 
t h 
and 12 of December (Mainelli 2008). There were few streamflow gages operating in 
the Lower Yuna River to record these floods. Thus, information was drawn from other 
resources to aid modeling. The LandSat 7, which is NASA's multi-band 1999 aerial 
imagery satellite, captured images of flooding in the region a few days after the storms 
had passed through. Relatively cloudless images were taken on November 15, 2007 and 
December 17, 2007. The floodplain as of December 17, 2007 is shown in Figure 5.1. December 2007 Floodplain 
Figure 5.1: Stream gages and Dec. 2007 LandSAT image, 7-4-2 display 
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The floodplain visible in these images displays areas where water remains pooled 
after the storm and also where it is clear the landscape has been recently damaged by 
standing water. The river itself is higher than the floodplain, having built up an elevated 
pathway with accumulated sediment from erosion. Thus, the water is standing in the 
delta, despite the fact that the river levels have since subsided. It has been concluded that, 
when the river leaves its banks, it flows into the lower areas and is trapped for long 
periods of time, which damages the fields and cropland. Furthermore, the edge of this 
delta is bounded by raised land at the outlet of the Lower Yuna River, so that water is 
contained in wide pools. 
The flood extents of the November 2007 and December 2007 storms have been 
outlined manually and overlain with the 90m topographic map in Figure 5.2. The clouds 
limit detail, especially in the Upper Yuna, but the two images together cover the entire 
floodplain. These outlines indicate that the two storms had fairly similar floodplain 
extents, although no information is provided on water depth. Detailed elevation and 
floodplain mapping would help determine water depth, especially with LiDAR data 
available at a 1 or 2 m resolution. 
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Floodplains in Yuna River 
Figure 5.2: November 2007 and December 2007 floodplain outlines 
A risk analysis that supports the above observations has been created by 
NATRISK, of the Universidad de Valladolid, that addresses risk in the Yuna floodplain 
based on population, flood risk, and socioeconomic susceptibility (NATRISK 2007). 
This study concludes that risk of inundation is relatively constant for a number of design 
storms. The floodplain begins to fill up when the river banks are overtopped, and the 
depth of the floodwaters is more influenced by total storm accumulation than is the 
floodplain coverage (NATRISK 2007). 
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5.2 Natural Diversions 
Historic floodplains and topography indicate the occurrence of natural diversions 
and overflows along the Lower Yuna River. This analysis seeks to quantify the 
importance of these diversions in hydrologic modeling of the delta. The streamflow 
gages 180003 and 180004 lie along the river as it passes through the downstream 
floodplain. A comparison of observed flow values for these gages shows that a 
significant loss of water volume sometimes occurs between the upstream gage, 180003, 
and the downstream gage, 180004 (see Figure 5.1). During high flow conditions, when 
the banks are topped, excess water overflows into a northeasterly directed dry channel or 
pools in the surrounding delta. 
There is a second alternative for the Lower Yuna, where an increase in flow 
occurs moving downstream from Gage 180003 to 180004. A large tributary, the Rio 
Payabo, enters the Yuna River between these gages (see Figure 5.2). When runoff is 
high into this tributary, contributing inflow can cause an increase in streamflow between 
these gages, despite possible diversions from the banks upstream. A numerical 
comparison has been performed to determine whether tributary contributions or over-
bank diversions dominate the river behavior between these gages. Within the available 
streamflow data, flow during a storm is at times nearly 500 cms higher at Gage 180004 
than at 180003, and at other times it is more than 550 cms lower. These differences 
represent a large flow and indicate great uncertainty in hydrologic behavior between the 
gages. The highest flows in the datasets are only 760 cms for Gage 180003 and 840 cms 
for Gage 180004, so the differences between the gages are sometimes more than 50% in 
either direction. When the flow in the main channel is high, the diversion and overflow 
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may dominate, but when flow is high in the Rio Payabo, there is an increase in flow 
toward the downstream gage (see Table 5.1). 
Table 5.1: Maximum Differences in Flow between Gages 180003 and 180004 
10 Greatest Flow Increases 
towards 180004 
Difference (cms) Date 
10 Greatest Flow Decreases 
towards 180004 
Difference (cms) Date 
495 Aug-88 587 Feb-88 
222 Nov-75 373 Dec-68 
210 May-89 367 Sep-79 
207 Mar-89 363 Jun-87 
200 Jun-87 353 Apr-69 
196 May-88 269 May-69 
187 Dec-70 265 Oct-79 
187 Nov-70 256 Nov-75 
178 Jun-89 256 Sep-81 
176 Aug-70 248 Jun-88 
The complexity of this interaction and insufficient gage coverage inhibit 
understanding of the Lower Yuna River flood behavior. Due to these difficulties, gage 
180003 is the downstream gage that could be used for Vflo calibration. This comparison 
between flows at Gage 180003 and Gage 180004 supports the conclusion from the 
floodplain analysis (see Section 5.1), that the hydrology of the lower floodplain cannot 
be easily modeled without more detailed topographic data. At this point, an analysis of 
historic floodplains may be more useful than hydrograph prediction. 
Natural diversions may also be an issue upstream, as the floodplain seems to 
extend out of the Upper Yuna watershed near Bonao toward the nearby Camu River. 
Flooding in this area will be discussed further in Section 6.3, although current elevation 
data is considered inadequate to confirm the presence of a natural diversion. 
The Lower Yuna floodplain cannot be accurately modeled with the 90m DEM 
and the sparse streamflow gage network. However, this study has provided a hydrologic 
GIS framework that will greatly aid hydraulic modeling and floodplain delineation upon 
the arrival of high resolution LiDAR data sometime in late 2009. LiDAR elevation data 
was collected in April, 2009 about every 1 -2 meters on the ground by the Center for 
Space Research at the University of Texas. When this data is processed, it will provide 
crucial detail of diversions and raised river banks along the Lower Yuna River. 
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Chapter 6: Peak Flow and Hydrograph Modeling Results 
6.1 Model Calibration in Bonao Area 
The watershed upstream of Bonao, which is approximately 700 km , has been 
selected as a test-bed for initial calibration and modeling within the Yuna River 
watershed, since this large city suffers from dangerous flash flooding and loss of life and 
property (see Figure 6.1a). Historical data is available for this region at the streamflow 
gage, 180001, and at the rain gage, 1804, through most of the 1970's and 1980's (see 
Figure 6.1b). Four significant storms have been extracted from this data for use in 
calibration. These storms occurred in February 1971, April 1979, March 1981, and 
November 1981. A nearby stream gage, 184001 (see Figure 6.1b), was also compared 
for a large storm in September 1998 because a more recent storm was desired and Gage 
180001 had been discontinued. There were serious gage issues in the hourly storm data 
obtained from 2006-2008. 
Figure 6.1a: Bonao Watershed in Vflo Model 
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Data limitations have been and continue to be an issue with studies in the Yuna 
River basin. The 'S' series rain gages in Figure 6.1b are currently operational as of 2006 
and collect hourly rainfall data, but no reliable streamflow data is available to pair with 
them. Thus, the SCS Type 2 rainfall distribution has been used to estimate the timing of 
precipitation in each daily rainfall value. The location of the peak intensity is considered 
flexible within this time period. Only a straight shift in timing is permitted, not a change 
of shape, volume, or peak flow. As noted in the literature review, Type II is the 
recommended SCS distribution for Puerto Rico (McCuen 2005), which is due east of 
Hispaniola and is the closest location for which a distribution has been assigned. 
The historical stream gage data points are measured averages of streamflow, 
collected at 7am and 5pm. The observed values are depicted as ranges occurring within 
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that time period. No further level of accuracy can be derived from this data, but a useful 
calibration is still possible. 
The fully-detailed modeled hydrograph from Vflo at 10-min increments, is plotted 
versus the observed daily averages for the February, 1971 storm in Figure 6.2. However, 
the best way to keep a consistent comparison is to display the Vflo hydrograph output as 
an average of all modeled flows that day. Thus, the modeled averages are plotted versus 
the observed averages for the three better modeled storms, Feb. 1971, Nov. 1981, and 
Sept. 1998, in Figures 6.3 thru 6.5. The daily averages, depicted as points at noon, 
represent the modeled hydrograph on the same time-scale as the observed historical 
flows. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 also overlay the 10-min increment Nov. 1981, and Sept. 1998 
hydrographs for reference. 
1 
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Figure 6.3: Calibration of 2/1971 Storm - Averages 
Nov. 1981 at gage 180001 
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Figure 6.4: Calibration of 11/1981 Storm - Averages 
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Sept 1998 at gage 184001 
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Figure 6.5: Calibration of 9/1998 Storm - Averages 
The volume and peak flow of the daily-average hydrographs match well for the 
February 1971 and November 1981 storms. The September 1998 storm matches well 
with the shape of the 10-min hydrograph, but the daily averages appear to inadequately 
convey volume, perhaps due to an inaccurate rating curve. The match was poor for some 
of the days in the April 1979 and March 1981 storms and they are not included here. It is 
not surprising that the April 1979 and March 1981 storms would match poorly, as the 
observed rain and stream gage data do not correlate well. Table 6.1 shows the 
differences between observed and measured peak flow and volume for the three best 
calibrated storms. 
Table 6.1: Comparison of modeled and observed daily hydrograph averages 
Peak Flow % Volume % Time of Peak 
Feb-71 8 13 Same day 
Nov-81 5 12 Same day 
Sep-98 61 50 Same day 
In general, the calibration of the model was successful but could be improved 
using telemetered, hourly rainfall data, which is available since 2006 but not yet linked to 
confirmed rating curves or streamflow data. Vflo was the appropriate model for use in 
this study because it is physics-based and takes in actual, measured watershed 
characteristics, instead of relying primarily on calibration to determine the overland 
runoff parameters and unit hydrographs. The model can be created first without any 
calibration and then be updated by continually adding more physical data. 
The results of this calibration signify sufficient predictive capabilities of the 
hydrologic model toward obtaining informative results. The customized calibration 
performed in this study allows for understanding in a watershed that would otherwise be 
treated as inadequately gaged. An analysis is enabled despite the fact that observed 
streamflow data values are available only as twice-daily measured averages, and would 
always be lower than the modeled absolute maxima. 
An effort has been made to measure the thoroughness of calibration. Research of 
historical precipitation in the region indicates that there may have occurred multiple 
storm events larger than those being calibrated from the historical data. Table 6.2 lists 
representative accounts of significant storm totals that are available in news archives but 
may not be reflected in the rain gage data. 
Table 6.2: Anecdotal storm totals near or within the Yuna River watershed 
Event Location Date Rainfall (mm) 
Hurricane Jeanne Vieques (Puerto Rico) 27-29 Sept.2004 603 
Hurricane Noel Angelina (Dominican Republic) 28-31 Oct. 2007 905 
Hurricane Olga Dominican Republic 10-13 Dec. 2007 381 
Hurricane Fay Dominican Republic 18-21 Aug. 2008 175-250 
Tropical Storm Hanna Oviedo (Dominican Republic) 1-3 Sept. 2008 360 
Sources: Brown (2008), Mainelli (2008), Stewart and Beven (2009), Gutro (2009), 
Lawrence and Cobb (2005) 
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Not only do all Yuna River watershed gages cease monitoring during certain 
periods, but there are recorded events where the gages are seen to surpass their maximum 
measurable daily volume. For example, gages at Angelina and Rancho Arriba do not 
measure more than 300mm and 170mm respectively in a day, although historical records 
are not available at these locations. The possibility for overtopping of rain gages in the 
data records indicates that the calibrated storms are only a representation and may lack 
reliability. Nonetheless, on the daily basis for which the model was assessed, it 
performed very well for some of the calibrated storms. Thus, the Vflo model better 
reflects the potential flows and gives more temporal detail than would solely the 
streamflow records. Extrapolating from the daily average accuracy, further hydrograph 
detail may be viewed as an accurate representation as well. 
The flood control alternatives and frequency storm analyses in Sections 6.3 and 
6.4, are only made possible by the hydrograph outputs of the Vflo model. Despite 
potential inaccuracy, any understanding of relative influences between rivers and 
junctions in the region is greatly enhanced by improved ability to model historic storms 
hydrologically. 
6.2 GIS-Based Area-Slope (GBAS) Statistic 
This section describes the use of GIS to assist in understanding the true impact of 
slope versus peak flow in a watershed. The model, which is calibrated only in the Bonao 
test-bed, is enhanced by this effort. 
Reservoir storage is one option that appears to be effective in the Bonao area, and 
siting of storage-based flood controls requires consideration of local topography, 
upstream drainage area, and associated flows. The topography indicates feasibility for 
construction, while the drainage area predicts storage volume available. In areas that 
suffer from flash flooding, it is also important to locate the storage on a tributary with 
high peak flows, where attenuation can be provided. Tributaries with steep slopes, which 
cause faster flows and higher peak flow values, garner particular attention. 
When the tributaries are poorly gaged or have incomplete histories, it is useful to 
extrapolate hydrographic response with a formula. Extensive research has been done to 
develop regression equations that relate drainage area to peak flow, usually for specific 
river basins and regions. Alexander (1972) performs a comprehensive review of 
regression and rational methods to determine the best value o f ' k ' in Equation 6.1, where 
'k' is variable with watershed and rainfall characteristics: 
Q = CAk = CA°7 (6.1) 
where Q is peak flow, A is catchment drainage area, and C is a coefficient. 
The following process establishes a new GIS-based procedure for comparing peak 
flows among tributaries that parallels the regression equation. This procedure allows for 
the best siting of flash flood controls, and also provides a visual representation of 
tributaries that contribute both large drainage area and significant slope. The level of 
development is relatively low throughout the Yuna River basin test-bed, which helps 
eliminate variation in the 'C' coefficient. Slope, however, is significant in the region and 
is incorporated into the peak flow and area relationship to improve predictions. 
The peak flow from each major tributary in the Yuna River basin as computed by 
the Vflo model is compared with a GIS-Based Area-Slope (GBAS) statistic. The 
comparison is performed on independent tributaries only, those that do not drain other 
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tributaries from upstream (highlighted in yellow in Figure 6.6). The GBAS statistic, 
which reflects both area and slope, appears to be a much improved predictor of modeled 
peak flow than is drainage area on its own. The relationship between peak flow and 
drainage area is improved with this consideration of slope, which results in a better peak 
flow estimate and more informed flood control decisions. 
The GBAS statistic is created as a grid of flow accumulation weighted with the 
square root of slope. It parallels a regression equation and also has similarities to 
Manning's equation. Manning's equation requires inputs of area and the square root of 
slope, and is frequently used for channel calculation with the following format: 
Q = - * A * R 2 I 3 * S U 2 (6.2) 
n 
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where n is porosity, A: is a conversion coefficient, R is the hydraulic radius, and S is the 
water surface slope. The overland flow and channel routing in Vflo is solved with 
Manning's equation, so it is not surprising that these factors are influential in predicting 
modeled peak flows. 
To develop the GBAS statistic, the elevation DEM is used to determine slope 
between each cell and to create a flow accumulation grid (see Section 3.1). The flow 
accumulation grid provides for the delineation of tributaries using a stream segment 
threshold of 1500 cells or an area of around 94 km2. The flow accumulation process is 
performed twice, the second time weighted with a grid representing the square root of the 
slope. The flow accumulation grid weighted with the square root of slope is the GBAS 
statistic. 
The modeled peak flows were developed from a 300mm, 24-hr uniform storm 
with a Type II distribution. This storm was applied to the calibrated 250m Vflo cell 
model to determine the peak flows for comparison with the GBAS statistics. Table 6.3 
shows the calculated GBAS statistic, the peak flow from the Vflo model, and the 
accumulated flow (drainage area) for each independent tributary in the Yuna River basin. 
Table 6.3: Tributary Peak Flows, Accumulated Flows, and GBAS statistics 
T r i h it Peak Flow Accumulated GBAS 1 l I D ff (cms) Flow (# cells) FlowAcc sqrt(slp) 
20 323 2746 561 
8 400 1933 422 
19 492 2319 539 
17 562 3020 850 
16 640 3031 824 
7 643 5785 1019 
12 744 3051 1083 
14 838 2727 1256 
3 981 3735 1397 
10 1183 3335 1978 
21 1267 6683 1713 
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The GBAS statistic cell value at the outlet of each independent tributary into the 
main river channel is compared with the estimated peak flow in Figure 6.7. The 
drainage area of each tributary (or accumulated flow) is compared with the peak flow in 
Figure 6.8. The R2 value of the trendline through the drainage area vs. peak flow data is 
0.3782, while the R2 value of the trendline through the GBAS statistic vs. peak flow data 
is 0.9352. Therefore, while only 37. 82% of the relationship between accumulated flow 
versus peak flow is explained by the least squares regression, 93.52% of the relationship 
between the GBAS statistic versus peak flow can be explained by this same method. The 
GBAS statistics at the tributary outlets strongly correlate to the modeled peak flows. 
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A statistic was also created that reflects flow accumulation weighted with slope, 
instead of the square root of slope. The R value for this statistic versus peak flow was 
lower than for the GBAS statistic and greater than for drainage area in all cases. 
Furthermore, it does not reflect the Manning's equation square root of slope component, 
so it was neglected for this study. 
Two tributaries were excluded from the GBAS statistic comparison: Tributary 5 
and Tributary 2. Tributary 5 is complicated since it contains a reservoir and may serve as 
a diversion from the Bonao area. Tributary 2 drains a much larger area and peak flow 
than any of the others, so it is excluded as a result of its unique properties. However, the 
GBAS statistic would still be preferred for predicting peak flow if Tributary 2 were 
included, which is consistent with the analysis. 
To visually interpret the GBAS statistic grid, the cell values can be viewed as a 
combined measure of drainage area and slope. The GBAS statistic, which is the flow 
accumulation grid weighted with the square root of slope, is displayed as a color raster in 
GBAS Statistic vs Peak Flow 
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Figure 6.9. This grid closely resembles a standard flow accumulation grid. The color 
variation is not well displayed across the watershed because the range of the GBAS 
statistics is large, and overland slopes differ greatly from tributaries and main channels. 
Nonetheless, the GBAS statistic grid highlights areas where slope has a greater influence 
on runoff. For example, the areas upstream of Bonao and around San Francisco de 
Macoris merit attention as potential sources of flash-floods. 
Figure 6.9 GBAS Statistic: Flow accumulation weighted with square root of slope 
If only slope is considered, the fastest runoff in the watershed comes from the 
upper reaches of the Yuna River, furthest from the coast. However, flood controls need 
to delay sufficient volume to be useful, requiring a focus downstream at locations of 
greater drainage area. The GBAS statistic grid can aid in locating points at which the 
steep slope and accumulation of area combine to create the greatest influence on 
downstream flooding. 
The GBAS statistic versus peak flow comparison performed here is an early 
evaluation. The process of creating a GBAS statistic has potential, as indicated from the 
recorded R2 value of 0.9352, but it needs testing. No sensitivity analysis has been 
performed in this study to test other thresholds or watersheds, but there is a clear 
indication that the GBAS statistic has potential for expediting the hydrologic modeling 
process with GIS. A full evaluation would consider variations in the exponents of area 
and slope, multiple thresholds, and results in watersheds other than the Yuna River basin. 
The high-quality LiDAR elevation data being processed by the Center for Space 
Research, University of Texas, would also be useful. It would provide a very accurate 
data set for input to the GIS interface. 
6.3 Flood Control Evaluation for Bonao Watershed 
Flood control for an area dominated by mountain runoff includes reservoir storage 
in critical areas and possible diversions. To measure the impact of flood controls near 
Bonao, reservoirs have been tested at multiple locations, sometimes in conjunction with a 
diversion (see locations A, B, and C in Figure 6.10). The power of the Vflo model rests 
in its ability to incorporate flood controls in specific locations or to modify parameters in 
small areas while maintaining calibration for the entire watershed. This model enables a 
feasible flood control plan to be developed to address flash flooding in Bonao. 
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Figure 6.10: Potential reservoir and diversion locations in Bonao area 
Reservoirs provide effective flood attenuation by storing water and releasing it at 
a slower rate than it arrived. The outflow structure is sized to release water at a lower 
rate than the peak inflow, with the possibility to open and close gates and further adjust 
the outflow. Water accumulates in the reservoir until maximum storage is achieved and 
the inflow rate drops below the outflow rate; this point always occurs after and at a lower 
flow rate than the peak inflow. Figure 6.11 shows a basic reservoir schematic. 
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Figure 6.11: Reservoir schematic with inflow and outflow hydrographs 
The flood controls tested in this analysis are two reservoirs and a diversion. First, 
a reservoir was developed at location A (from Figure 6.10) that approximates the volume 
available in the hills before the Upper Yuna River enters the valley. The reservoir is 70m 
high and stores around 85 million cubic meters, or about 1/5 the capacity of the existing 
Hatillo reservoir that is located further downstream. Initially, three culverts were created, 
each with dimensions of 4m x 3m; 3m x 2m and 2m x 2m culverts were also tested for 
some storms. A uniform storm of 300mm was applied to the watershed, which represents 
a very large storm for the area (see frequency analysis in Section 4.1). This storm 
represents the high extreme of rainfall because of its wide spatial application and has a 
Type II SCS distribution. The reservoir was also assessed for the calibrated historic 
storms during February, 1971 and March, 1981 at Gage 1804, to represent a range of 
flows. Figure 6.12 shows the effects of the reservoir on the hydrograph at the junction 
just downstream of Bonao for the 300mm and the Feb. 1971 storms. 
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Bonao Effects of Resv. A 
Date 
Figure 6.12: Reservoir effects at Bonao for the 300-mm and 2/1971 
The Pinalito Reservoir, located at point B (from Figure 6.10), is currently under 
construction further upstream at the conjunction of the River Toreo and the River Blanco 
(Medina 2004). Intended primarily for hydroelectric generation, this reservoir may also 
have flood control potential if operated properly. A 70m tall reservoir of 18 million cubic 
meters was created at this location to approximate the Pinalito Reservoir design (Dorman 
Long Tech. Ltd. 2009, Medina 2004). The impact of this reservoir, at the junction 
downstream of Bonao, is shown in Figure 6.13 for both 4x3m and 2x2m culverts, as the 
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4x3m culverts did not fully utilize the reservoir storage. The storage required for 2x2m 
culvert sizing for the 300mm storm is nearly the entire 18 million cubic meters, or the full 
capacity of the Pinalito Reservoir. 
Finally, a diversion channel has also been modeled that redirects all water in the 
Rio Yuboa (point C from Figure 6.10), bypassing the city to the east of Bonao. In 
conjunction with reservoirs, this diversion begins to have a significant effect on peak 
flows at the junction downstream of Bonao. The diversion is paired first with a reservoir 
at A (4x3m culverts) and again with a reservoir at B (2x2m culverts) in Figure 6.14. The 
diversion and reservoir combination noticeably reduces flow at all points along the 
hydrograph, unlike the standalone reservoir. The initial peak flow is reduced by the 
reservoir and the presence of the diversion keeps the hydrograph lower for rest of the 
storm. A combination of Reservoir A and a diversion at Location C reduces the peak 
flow more than any other tested flood control. The reductions in peak flow for various 
combinations of reservoirs, culvert sizes, and the diversion are shown in Table 6.4. The 
Bonao Effects of Pinalito 
300-mm Storm 
2500 0 
o o Date ° ° 
Figure 6.13: Bonao Effects of Pinalito Reservoir 
implications of these results and the potential for mitigating floods in Bonao are 
discussed below. 
Bonao Effects 
Figure 6.14: Effects of reservoir and diversion combinations at Bonao 
Table 6.4: Impacts of flood control options at each reservoir and thru Bonao 
Reservoir 
Culvert Size 
Additional Peak Flow Peak Flow 
Diversion Location Storm Reduction thru Reduction at 
Present? Reservoir (%) Bonao(%) 
3 of 4x3m - A 300 mm Type II 60 18 
No release - A 300 mm Type II 100 49 
3 of 4x3m - A Feb-71 32 5 
3 of 4x3m - A Nov-81 15 17 
3 of 4x3m - B 300 mm Type II 21 7 
3 of 2x2m - B 300 mm Type II 62 16 
3 of 4x3m Yes A & C 300 mm Type II 60 45 
3 of 4x3m Yes B & C 300 mm Type II 21 11 
3 of 2x2m Yes B & C 300 mm Type II 62 18 
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Table 6.4 shows the reductions in peak flow through the modeled reservoirs and 
at the junction downstream of Bonao. The reduction in the reservoir is almost always 
greater than the reduction near Bonao, up to six times, as with Reservoir A applied to the 
February, 1971 storm. The reservoir reduction percentage relates to the storage required 
by the reservoir, which is often more than 60%. 
The reduction percentage at the Bonao junction indicates how useful flood control 
will be for the city. The combination of Diversion C and Reservoir A with 3 - 4x3m 
culverts reduces flows significantly, by 45%. Full storage in Reservoir A with no release 
permitted also reduces flows significantly, by 49%. No other tested flood control reduces 
flows at the junction downstream of Bonao by more than 18%, which means they are not 
very effective. 
The results of the flood control analysis convey the complex nature of flooding in 
the Bonao test-bed, as well as potential methods for attenuating peak flows. Bonao 
suffers from four topographical influences that exacerbate floods: timing issues from its 
location at a major confluence, flat channel banks and city slope, downstream hills, and 
steep mountains upstream (see Figure 6.10). These issues are addressed in the following 
discussion of flood control potential. 
The timing issues occurring at the confluence around Bonao are made apparent by 
the Vflo model. Table 6.4 shows that there is little peak flow attenuation provided by the 
use of reservoirs upstream of Bonao in the mountains. The late peak occurring in the 
hydrograph is contributed by the smaller tributary, the Rio Yuboa, and is the reason for 
this diminished effect. The reservoir is not delaying water long enough to surpass the 
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second peak. Because of the flood response timing, peak flow attenuation using 
structural controls is made difficult. 
Since Bonao lies in a flat plain, it is further inhibited from sufficient flood control. 
Reservoir A, located at the beginning of the hills upstream of Bonao (see Fig. 6.10), 
would not be able to be constructed with adequate storage capacity if it were located 
closer to the city, although that would probably improve its effectiveness, as discussed in 
Section 2.6. Similarly, any reservoir on the Rio Yuboa would need to be located far 
upstream in order to locate a suitably mountainous site for storage requirements. It is for 
this reason that a diversion is instead proposed on this tributary. 
The hills downstream of Bonao may or may not be further exacerbating floods by 
trapping water around the city. The LiDAR data that is being processed from the April 
2009 collection flights will need to be implemented in a hydraulic floodplain delineation 
to determine whether the hills need to be considered in local floodplain management. The 
junction between the Rio Blanco and the Rio Yuboa is very complex because of these 
hills and a potential diversion to the north. 
Finally, the mountains upstream of Bonao promote the fast responses and high 
flows seen in the watershed. Reservoirs A and B in the flood control analysis seek to 
attenuate peak flows as they exit mountainous channels. They both are capable of 
providing a high percentage of attenuation through the reservoir, as seen in Table 6.4. 
However, when the reservoirs are evaluated at the junction just downstream of Bonao, 
they show much less influence. Despite draining mountainous areas with sharp peaks, 
these reservoirs also need to drain sufficient area to be effective. Reservoir B is smaller 
in storage volume and located further upstream, which prohibits it from causing a notable 
reduction in peak flow at Bonao. Reservoir A is more effective but still performs better 
in conjunction with a diversion on the Rio Yuboa, due to timing issues. The total flow 
from Rio Yuboa is much less than that which comes through Reservoir A, but its 
hydrograph peak occurs near the end of the lengthy high flow duration coming from the 
Rio Blanco. 
The reservoirs and diversion that are modeled in this analysis are representations 
of the potential for flood control. The hydrograph peak attenuations shown in Table 6.4 
indicate a combined approach may be necessary for effective attenuation at Bonao. 
However, reservoirs can be very difficult to implement, especially as the Pinalito dam has 
been under construction for multiple years and may not be converted for use in flood 
control. Channel modification still provides potential but is better addressed in a 
hydraulic channel study. A diversion, on the other hand, might be difficult to physically 
design and build. Diversions always have an effect downstream where they reenter the 
channel. This effect needs to be modeled as well but there is potential to lessen the flood 
risk by attenuating flows using the Hatillo Reservoir (see map in Figure 1.1). The results 
of this analysis and the complexities in the Bonao region signify that there may be no 
appropriate single flood control solution. Alternatively, a combined structural approach 
or modern flood alert system may be more adequate in improving safety and dealing with 
frequent floods in the Upper Yuna River tributaries. 
6.4 Frequency Storm Analysis for Flood Alert 
Frequency storms are useful representations of rainfall and flood responses that 
might occur in a watershed. For example, a 24-hr 100-yr frequency storm defines a daily 
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rainfall total that can at least be expected to occur on average once every 100 years (see 
Section 4.1). The outputs of the Vflo model, when run with that daily rainfall, can be 
utilized in making predictions about flood timing and developing alert systems. To glean 
information from the calibrated model, frequency storms from 2-yr to 100-yrs are used to 
convey the potential for floods that might affecfBonao. 
The rainfall frequency analysis, described in Section 4.1, was used to apply 
uniform precipitation to the Vflo model with a Type II SCS distribution. The resulting 
hydrographs were catalogued for each return period, T: 2, 5,10, 25, 50, and 100. These 
return periods are standards used in the literature and convey a large range of rainfall 
amounts. The likelihood that any of these storms will at least occur is defined by a 
probability, P, which equals 1/T. 
The hydrographs associated with each frequency storm have been extracted from 
the model at locations A, B, and the junction downstream of Bonao (see Figure 6.10). 
They have been assessed for both peak flow and time to peak. In some cases, two peaks 
occur and both are recorded. The time delays between peak flow arrivals for pairs of 
locations are also calculated, which would provide emergency personnel with better 
expectations of flood timing. 
A schematic has been created that portrays important data and model outputs for 
use in flood alert systems. Two examples of this schematic are shown in Figures 6.15 
and 6.16. Figure 6.15 shows the schematic applied between location A and the junction 
downstream of Bonao, while Figure 6.16 provides detail of inflows and the outflow at 
that junction. 
For a series of frequency storms, the lower table in Figure 6.15 shows the 
hydrograph characteristics of the inflow to the junction downstream of Bonao. The 
associated rainfall used to simulate the storm is provided, as well as the time to peak, 
peak flow, and duration of high flow. Two to four hours of lead time is provided 
between the center of rainfall and the peak flow, with the longest time to peak estimated 
for a 2-yr return period. Peak flows vary significantly, up to a massive flow of over 2600 
cms for a 100-yr return period. The duration of high flow, which is defined as flow over 
80% of the peak value, may be useful in making timing decisions for outflow structures 
and evacuation plans. The duration of high flow ranges from 3:20 to 8:20 hours. 
The upper table in Figure 6.15 lists the time delay between the two locations, in 
this case, Location A and the Bonao junction (see Figure 6.10). The time delay is 
defined as the lag between peak flow arrivals, and drops to 1:20 for the 100-yr storm. 
For example, if the hydrograph began to flatten at the upstream location, after rainfall had 
stopped, it might thus be expected that the downstream hydrograph would begin to peak 
over an hour later. This information might be also useful in outflow structure operations 
and evacuation plans. A fully detailed hydrograph of the 100-yr storm is shown as an 
example output in the bottom left of each figure as well. 
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Time "Delay in Peak Flow from 
Rainfall Return Period 2 year 5 year 10 year 25 year 50 year 100 /ear 
Rainfall (mm) 101 139 173 227 277 336 
Time Delay (h:mm) 
(from first peak) 2:30 2:00 1:50 1:30 1:20 1 20 










Duration of High 
Flow (h:mm) 
2 year 101 4:00 348 3:20 
5 year 139 3:20 618 3:20 
10 year 173 3:00 902 6:30 
25 year 227 2:30 1420 6:10 
50 year 277 2:20 1974 8:20 
100 year 336 2:10 2686 7:40 
Figure 6.15: Flood alert tool (Upstream: location A, 
Downstream: Bonao junction inflow) 
Figure 6.16 shows the same outputs as Figure 6.15, but for the inflows and 
outflow at the junction downstream of Bonao (located in Figure 6.10). The bottom table 
reflects the junction outflow, which is slightly larger than the Tributary 2 inflow, as it 
also includes the input from the late-peaking Tributary 1 (Rio Yuboa). In the upper table 
of Figure 6.16, the difference in peak flow arrivals between Tributaries 1 and 2 is shown. 
The uniform storm would result in a much earlier peak inflow from Tributary 2 than from 
Tributary 1. If a widely distributed storm were occurring, it might be expected that the 
smaller Tributary 1 inflow would peak 10 to 26 hours later than Tributary 2 inflow. The 
respective peak inflows from each tributary are also listened in the upper table for 
reference. 
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Difference in Peak Flow Arrivals 
Rainfall Return Period 2 year 5 year 10 year 25 year 50 year 100 year 
Rainfall (mm) 101 139 173 227 277 336 
Peak Flow Trib. 1 (cms) 91 177 273 453 647 906 
Peak Plow Trib. 2 (cms) 348 618 902 1420 1974 2686 
Difference in Peak Flow 
Arrivals (h:mm) 26:10 20:10 16:50 13:50 11:50 10:10 
100 Year Rainfal l 
I Tributary ^ Tributary - — 
function * 









Duration of Peak 
Flow (h:mm) 
2 year 101 4:00 367 3:30 
5 year 139 3:20 655 3:20 
10 year 173 3:00 958 6:50 
25 year 227 2:40 1512 8:40 
50 year 277 2:20 2098 12:30 
100 year 336 2:10 2858 11:20 
Figure 6.16: Flood alert tool at junction downstream of Bonao 
(Upstream: tributary inflows, Downstream: junction outflow) 
In all figures, the time delay or difference between peak arrivals is calculated 
between the first arriving peaks. For some longer return periods, the absolute upstream 
peak flow is the second peak and actually arrives later than the downstream peak, which 
must be regarded carefully in evaluation of flood control effectiveness. However, the 
difference between first peak arrivals is more useful for flood alert systems and is used 
exclusively. 
These figures together create the set of documents to be used as a flood 
prediction tool by emergency personnel and the government. Potentially, the tool, 
created with various rainfall return periods, could be utilized by someone with access to 
real-time rain gage data. This tool would enable simple predictions of expected times for 
peak flows to occur and for delays in peak flows coming from upstream locations. 
Because the rainfall was applied uniformly, the flood prediction tool is best applied 
during storms of wide spatial distribution or only on tributaries for which precipitation 
has been measured. 
The hydrograph responses to synthetic uniform storms are relatively quick and 
respond most rapidly for the longest return periods. These predictions are 
approximations and give an estimate of available time for evacuation, reservoir operation, 
or other flood response measures. It is important to remember that confluences and 
channels in the Bonao watershed can experience double peaks. In certain instances, 
especially for large storms, flows through Bonao may peak earlier than the absolute peak 
upstream, which would complicate a warning system. The catalogued peak flow values, 
ranging from hundreds to nearly 3000 cms, indicate the relative magnitude of floods 
associated with precipitation totals. The degree of alarm could be interpreted by an 
emergency responder with access to the information provided in the flood alert tool. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1: Conclusions 
The hydrologic modeling completed in this study provides informative detail of 
timing and flood responses in the Yuna River watershed, particularly around the city of 
Bonao. A methodology was created using a detailed, distributed model that incorporated 
available data and provides applicable outputs to immediately address flooding issues. 
The following conclusions address each of the objectives: 
Objective 1: A hydrologic model has been created for the Yuna River basin. 
The originality of this study is derived from the methodology that is applied to organize 
information from the sparse gage network and incomplete datasets: 
• Soil descriptions are converted to typical Green and Ampt parameters by a multi-
step process, aided by GIS 
• Roughness values are assigned using a compiled recommended value 
• Soil depth is estimated by a GIS process that combines slope and soil type 
• Calibration is performed with averages instead of direct hydrograph comparison, 
and was extrapolated from a nearby tributary for more recent storms 
• Floodplain delineation and overland roughness are enhanced using LandSAT 7 
imagery 
Objective 2: A hydrologic data analysis was performed on rain and stream gage 
data to develop frequency storms for use in a flood alert tool (see Objective 7). A 24-hr 
rainfall of 336 mm is the 100-yr event for Gage 1804, near the city of Bonao. To 
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approximate this large storm and reflect nearby gages, a 300 mm, 24-hr storm was 
utilized in testing of flood controls, with a Type II SCS distribution applied. 
Objective 3: In the Lower Yuna River, available flood damage maps and the 
NATRISK study indicate that the floodplain does not change area significantly with flood 
magnitude, although water depth may vary. A diversion exists along the Lower Yuna 
that is complex and cannot be calibrated into the hydrologic model using the existing 
stream gage and elevation data. The diversion greatly influences the floodplain, as the 
river banks are raised and water overtops them to fill the surrounding basin. Thus, the 
model cannot sufficiently address flooding without a detailed floodplain study. 
Objective 4: In Bonao, the model has been calibrated to daily averages and 
there are low errors in peak flow and volume for the better calibrated storms: February 
1971, and November 1981. The calibration is assumed to also apply to the 10-minute 
hydrograph results provided by the Vflo model, in order to make use of the given outputs. 
Hourly rain gage data is available as of May, 2009 in the upstream reaches of the Yuna 
River, and can be used to calibrate the model with a smaller time interval when 
accompanying stream gage data and accurate rating curves become available. 
Nonetheless, the model outputs provide sufficient information to test structural flood 
controls and promote flood prediction and warnings. 
Objective 5: A GIS-based method of estimating peak flow using slope and area 
was developed, called the GBAS statistic. It provides further understanding of the 
influence of slope and drainage area on peak flows in the Yuna River watershed. The 
GBAS statistic performs better than drainage area at predicting Vflo modeled peak flows, 
with an improvement in R from 0.3782 to 0.9352. 
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Objective 6: Flood control has a varying effect on peak flows through the flood-
prone city of Bonao. Reservoirs were tested at two locations upstream of Bonao. The 
effectiveness of each reservoir was significantly diminished further downstream, at the 
junction near Bonao (reservoirs placed at Locations A and B in Figure 6.10). Timing is 
an issue for flood control as the period of high flow through Bonao is lengthy and the 
reservoirs release the bulk of water before flow from other sources has attenuated. Thus, 
a diversion was applied in conjunction with each reservoir, along the Rio Yuboa (see 
Location C in Figure 6.10). Model results indicate a reservoir combined with a diversion 
can reduce peak flows by about 45%, which signifies a combined structural approach is 
needed to address flooding in Bonao. 
Objective 7: The flood behavior prediction tool created in this study is being 
implemented as part of a Clinton Global Initiative University grant to make the results of 
this thesis accessible to the public. It catalogues the hydrograph characteristics of a range 
of frequency storms, including times to peak, time delays between locations, peak flows, 
and high flow durations. Real-time hourly gage data is provided as of May, 2009 via a 
collaboration of INDRHI, the National Office of Meteorology (DR), the National 
Hurricane Center in Miami, USGS Puerto Rico, the Civil Defense (DR) and the Center of 
Emergency Operations (DR). The gage data is available at http://sitr.no-ip.org:8080 for at 
least seven real-time gages in the Yuna River watershed. This website provides the data 
needed to interpret the flood prediction tool, increase lead time, and improve flood 
magnitude predictions. This tool is an immediately applicable feature of this study and 
could be directly connected into a flood warning system with the proper support. 
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7.2: Future Work 
In the future, the Vflo hydrologic model of the Yuna River basin will be 
essential for expanding modeling to other watersheds and for providing flow inputs to 
hydraulic modeling of the Lower Yuna floodplain. 
The future of the Yuna River project lies in extrapolation to other flood-prone 
watersheds in the Dominican Republic. The GBAS statistic was developed to relate the 
Yuna River hydrologic model to similar watersheds. The process of creating an accurate 
Vflo model is lengthy and may be truncated by using GIS to estimate peak flows, if the 
watersheds are nearby and have similar characteristics. This study would allow for 
abbreviated modeling in nearby watersheds as part of a country-wide hydrologic analysis. 
There is also an intention of the Center for Renewable Energy and Caribbean 
Environmental Research (CRECER) to model floods and potential flood control in other 
countries of the Caribbean. 
Regarding the Lower Yuna floodplain, HEC-RAS will be used to create 
floodplains upon arrival of the 1 -2 m LiDAR elevation data to replace the 90m NASA 
SRTM data. These floodplains, associated with specific rainfall return periods, will 
provide inundation information and be used to ascertain impacts of potential flood 
controls. The Vflo model is preferred for this study because it can continually incorporate 
data to improve modeling without loss of calibration. The LiDAR data, when it is 
processed, will provide more accurate elevation maps for flood direction and slope 
calculation. It will also allow for definition of natural diversions, and the inclusion of 
large obstructions and buildings in hydraulic channel modeling. A data layer can be 
created from LiDAR data that extracts buildings by looking for sharp edges in the data. 
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The scatter of LiDAR data can also be used to categorize channel stretches by Manning's 
roughness. Highly vegetated areas have a unique signature of scatter, and ground 
observations can be used to assign a roughness and automatically create a detailed data 
set. As it is, the channel roughness is mostly uniform in the Yuna River model and 
would benefit from more detail. The LiDAR data will improve the hydrologic model and 
greatly aid hydraulic modeling along the Lower Yuna river. 
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